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MEMORANDUM TO: Karen D. Cyr
General Counsel

FROM: Carl J. Paperiello, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards '
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR FORMAL POSITION FROM THE OFFICE OF THE

GENERAL COUNSEL ON REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF URANIUM
RECOVERY FACILITIES

By memorandum dated April 28, 1980, the Executive Legal Director (ELD) issued a
memorandum to then Chairman Ahearne, providing the ELD opinion on two questions relating
to the operation of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). The two
areas addressed in the memorandum dealt with the extent of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) authority to protect ground-water at in situ leach (ISL) facilities, and the
authority of non-Agreement States over non-radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings. With
respect to the first issue, the ELD memorandum concluded that NRC has legal authority to
impose ground-water protection conditions in licenses at ISL facilities. The basis for this
conclusion was that the interaction with ground water is so integrally related to the above-
ground processing that it was properly the subject of license conditions. In the second area, the
ELD memorandum found that the NRC and non-Agreement States shared concurrent
jurisdiction over the non-radiological hazards from uranium mill tailings.

On April 23, 1998, the National Mining Association (NMA) submitted a White Paper to the
Commission, requesting a policy position on four areas related to the regulation of uranium
recovery activities. Two of the four areas deal with the issues discussed in the 1980 ELD
memorandum, one of which established the legal basis for NRC regulation of ground-water at
ISL facilities. The other relates to concurrent State jurisdiction over the non-radiological
components of 1 e.(2) byproduct material, which is also covered in the 1980 ELD
memorandum. The purpose of this memorandum is twofold. First, the Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) would like a written position from the Office of the
General Counsel (OGC) as to whether it continues to support the 1980 ELD opinions on
concurrent jurisdiction and ground-water regulation at ISLs. Second, NMSS is requesting a
review by OGC as to whether it believes the 1980 ELD position, with respect to ground-water
regulation, is amenable to a reading that would allow NRC to withdraw from active regulation in
that area.

CONTACT: J. Holonich, NMSS/DWM
(301) 415-7238
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As noted in the NMA White Paper, either the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or
EPA permitting States also evaluate ground-water protection through the issuance of
underground injection control (UIC) permits. The UIC permitting process is another form of
regulation covering the same subject matter. Under these circumstances, it is the view of
NMSS that NRC could rely on these actions by another federal agency or a state agency
responsible for implementing a federal program as its basis for concluding ground-water was
being acceptably protected. The staff might also develop license conditions based on the
results of these outside reviews. However, there is the possibility that the staff would not
develop any additional conditions if it concluded that the other regulatory program was sufficient
to protect the ground-water. Please provide the OGC perspective on whether the staff can rely
upon other reviews in the area of ground-water protection as a basis for developing license
conditions consistent with the ELD findings.

Currently NMSS is evaluating the entire regulatory framework for the uranium recovery
program. In order for us to complete this effort in a timely manner, please provide the OGC
position by June 19, 1998.
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As noted in the NMA White Paper, either the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or
EPA permitting States also evaluate ground-water protection through the issuance of
underground injection control (UIC) permits. The UIC permitting process is another form of
regulation covering the same subject matter. Under these circumstances, it is the view of
NMSS that NRC could rely on these actions by another federal agency or a state agency
responsible for implementing a federal program as its basis for concluding ground-water was
being acceptably protected. The staff might also develop license conditions based on the
results of these outside reviews. However, there is the possibility that the staff would not
develop any additional conditions if it concluded that the other regulatory program was sufficient
to protect the ground-water. Please provide the OGC perspective on whether the staff can rely
upon other reviews in the area of ground-water protection as a basis for developing license
conditions consistent with the ELD findings.

Currently, NMSS is evaluating the entire regulatory framework for the uranium recovery
program. In order for us to complete this effort in a timely manner, please provide the CS
position by June 19, 1998.
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ItEMORANDU:r FOR: Chairman Ahearne

FMCI": Howard K. Shapar
Executive Legal Director

1`101: William J. Dircks tS i Z.!d) 0.': i l. '-
Acting Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: OELD LEGAL OPINION Ott TWO QUESTIONS RELATING TO OPERATIOl
OF THE URANIUM ILL TAILINGS RADIATION CONTROL ACT OF 1973

Following your recent eeting with Governor erschler of Wyoming, (which
capped a series of eetlngs and exchanges of letters with the Governor and
other officials of the State), you asked for answers to the following
questions:

1. What is the extent, if any, of NC's legal authority to impose license
conditions to protect groundwater from contaminants which result from
licensed operations connected with in-situ extraction of source material?

2. Has noti-Agreerent Stat: authority over the non-radiological hazards of
uranium mill taings been preempted by the Federal Government and, if
not, what, f any, authority s shared between the NRC and the non-
Agreement States.

The preemption issue, n particular, s extremely complex because of some
*cumbersome and Internally inconsistent statutory language that the Attorney
General of Vyoming has correctly likened to a 6robdingnagian Knot.' Compre-
hensive legal analyses of each question are presented in the two attachments
to this memorandum. A summary of the conclusions s presented below.

Question 1. We conclude that the NRC has the legal authority to mpose
groundwater protection conditions upon its in-situ extraction licensees
under the licensing and regulatory authority found in the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended by the Uraniu Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of
1978, as srvnded. (Mill Tailings Act.) This is so even though the defini-
tion of uranium mill tailings in our regulations (10 CFR 40.4 (a-1)) excludes
underground ore bodies depleted by solution extraction. This is because the
potential interaction with groundwater is so integrally related to the
above-ground processing (which we do license) as to be properly the subject
of license conditions, just as, historically, we were able to regulate the
generation (but not subsequent use) of tailings from the conventional milling *

Contacts: W. Parler 492-7527 (Attachwent A)

1~..~d~a~a..LC7..72iV#I¢ttarhminnt RI Attachment
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process. This specific authority reinforces the eneral authority available
under the National Environrental Policy Act to i"pose environ-'ntal lcense
condi tions.

Cuestion . The second question presents extrerely difficult questizns Gf
the proper construction of the Mill Tailings Act and the so-called reredial
artendrents to it. The problem is compounded by the paucity of legislative
history.

A conclusion of preenption would ean that the federal governrent has so
conpletely occupied the field of regulation over the nonradiologiral hazards
of uranium mill tailings,that there is no room for any exercise of non-
AgreeFent State uthority n this area. Conversely, concurrent urisdiction
would ean that non-Agreement States could exercise authority over the very
same subJec* matter as the NRC -- the nonradiological hazards of uranium
mill tailings -- though such concurrent exercise of authority would have to
be consistent with the federal scheme of regulation. We note, however, that
even where there is concurrent jurisdiction, the supremacy clause of the
Constitution requires that particular state regulation must give way to
federal authority in the event of a conflict such that compliance with both
federal and state regulatory requirements s mpossible.

Though the question s very close, we conclude that the btter legal view is
that there is insufficient evidence of Congressional intent to completely
and exclusively occupy the field to override the strong presumption against
Implied preemption of historic state police powers to regulate matters
affecting the public health and safety. There is, therefore, in our view,
concurrent jurisdiction over the nonradlological hards of uranium mill
tailings. This conclusion Is somewhat stronger with respect to the period
before November 8, 1081, because section 204(h)(1) of the Mill Tailings Act,
4dded by the remedial mendents, operates (according to the best interpreta-
tion) to expressly preserve previously existing non-Agreement State authority
over the non-radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings until that date.

This paper has been coordinated with the Office of the General Counsel.

81 41>t§
Howard K. Shapar
Executive Legal Director

Attachments: As stated Distribution:

cc: Comitssioner Glinsky Cunningham OELD R/File
Comissioner Kennedy Shapar Chron
Comsissioner Hendrie EDO
Commissioner Bradford EO R/f11e
OPE OELD
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NRC's AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE CONDITIONS TO PROTECT GROUNDWATER

IN 7S LICENSES FOR THE IN SITU EXTRACTION OF

SOURCE MATERIAL IN NON-AGREEMENT STATES

This analysis deals with the question of RC's legal authority to impose

license conditions in ts licenses for the in situ extraction of source

material to protect groundwater from contatinants which result from the

licensed actl. icy in non-Agreement States.

In summary, the NRC has the legal authority to impose such license conditions

under its licensing and regulatory authority in the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, as amended by the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978.

This specific authority reinforces the eneral authority available under the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to impose environmental license

condi tions

The Factual Background

Uranium oxide (U304) is processed from uranium ore by a series of physical

and chemical actions. The conventional uranium oxide production process is

1/ It is noted that other agencies may have regulatory authority n this
area under other Federal laws, such as the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. 1 6901 et seq., the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. 1 1251 et seg. and the Safe Drinking
Water Act, 42 U. S.C. 30C et se.

ATTACHMENT A
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conducted in uranium mills which are generally located near uranium mines,

and the mills receive uranium ore either directly from mines or from inter-

mediate ore uying stations. Uranfum ore is also processed by an in situ or

solution extraction process which combines uranium mining and milling into

essentially one peration.i/ This process, also called injection mining or

borehole leaching, involves l1) the injection of a leach solution (lixiviant)

through lined wells into a uranium-bearing ore body to form a chemical

compound with the uranium, (2) mobilization of the uranium complex formed,

and (3) surface recovery of the solution be3ring the uranium complex via

production wells. Uranium is then separated from the pregnant leach solu-

tion by milling unit operations at the surface../

Unlike conventional milling operations, in situ extraction requires no ore

mining, transportation, crushing, or grinding. Moreover, the solution

2/ In 1976, about 2X of the total uranium concentrate produced in the
United States resulted from In situ operations. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION, DRAFT GENERIC ENYIROt:MENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON URANIUM
MILLING, at B-2 (NUREG-0511, April 1979). There is reason to believe,
however, that in situ extraction will ecome a significant means of
uranium extraction in the nr future, especially in States like Texas
and Wyoming, where small pockets of uranium deposits are particularly
susceptible to In situ techniques. See U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM-
MISSION, TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC EARIN7N THE MATTER OF DRAFT GENERIC
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON URANIUM MILLING, 46 et seq. (Denver,
Oct. 1, 1979) (statement of James Montgomery, Colorado-epartment of
Health).

)/ U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
RELATED TO THE OPERATION OF HIGHLAND URANIUM SOLUTION MINING PROJECT,
3-1 (NUREG-0489, Nov. 1978); Friedman, Environmental Problems Relating
to Uranium Mining and Milling, 11 NAT. RESOURCES LAW. 277 (1978).
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extraction process does not produce conventional mill tailings.5- It does,

however, produce solid and liquid wastes that are similar to those of con-

ventional processes and that also require controlled disposal. Disposal of

wastes from in situ operations may be accomplished through management like

that used for conventional tailings piles or through deep well disposal,

also known as reinjection. As a general rule, the most serious environmental

impact associated with solution extraction operation is potential contamina-

tion of the groundwater by these wastes.5'

Uranium milling, whether by the conventional or by the in situ process, has

always required a license under the Atomic Energy Act. The uranium oxide is

4/ Uranium ore usually contains only a very small fraction, often less
than 1 percent by weight, of useable uranium oxide. Consequently,
the milling process generates large amounts of waste tailings in the
form of sand-like material. These mill tailings' contain traces of
the chemicals used to extract uranium from the ore and, more importantly,
most of the radioactivity naturally associated with the ore due to the
presence of radioactive decay products of uranium. See NRC Policy State-
ment on Assessment of Environmental Impacts of Uranium Mills in Agreement
States," 43 F.R. No. 81 April 26, 1978.

5/ U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
RELATED TO THE OPERATION OF HIGHLAND URANIUM SOLUTION MINING PROJECT,
3-1 THROUGH 3-6 (NUREG-0489, Nov. 1978).
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source material which the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 requires a license for

its possession and use "after removal from its place of deposit in nature. 61

During the two decades of licensing the processing of uranium ore, attention

has focused n the control Lier mill tailing: from conventional uranium

milling, which, until the Atomic Energy Act was amended on November 8, 1978

by the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA),2/ were not

themselves within the definition of source material 'r any other material

licensable by the Commission) and therefore the mill tailings themselves

were beyond the NRC's licensing jurisdiction.-

6/ "Source Material" is defined in section lz of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, 42 U.S.C. § 2014z. Section 62 of that Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2092,
generally, requires a license for the transfer, receipt, possession
etc. of "any source material after removal from its place of deposit in
nature, except that licenses shall not be required for quantities of
source material which, in the opinion of the Commission, are unimportant".
NRC is authorized to issue licenses to possess and use source material
resulting from uranium ore processing by Section 63 of the Atomic Energy
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2093. Regulatory requirements for such source material
licenses are stated in 10 CFR Part 40 Domestic Licensing of Source
Material." The conventional mining operation itself, however, is under
the jurisdiction of other agencies and departments. For example, the
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-164, Novem-
ber 9, 1977) authorizes the Secretary of Labor to establish health and
safety standards for mine workers. Also, the Environmental Protection
Agency has authority for regulating certain environmental aspects of
mining under te Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976.

7/ Public Law 95-604, 42 U.S.C. § 7901 et. seq.

8/ Prior to November 8, 1978 regulatory jurisdiction under the Atomic
Energy Act was exercised, however, over the generation of the tailings
on the premise that such generation was an integral part of the mill
operation.
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In 1972, hwever, the AEC published a regulation requiring the preparation

of an environmental ipact statement, under the authority of the National

Environmental Policy Act (FPA), 2 / for each license issued for uranium ore

processing. Subsequent to 1972 and until the enactment of the UMTRCA, the

NRC licensed and regulated uranium ore processing in non-agreement states

under its licensing and regulation of source material authority in the

Atomic Energy Act as supplemented by NEPA. However, since the mill tailings

themselves we not material licensable by NRC once the underlying source

naterial license for the processing of the uranium ore terminated, there was

no longer any legal basis for further NRC regulatory control of the mill

tailings. This was one of the problems addressed by the Congress in the

UMTRCA. That Act specifically expanded the Commission's jurisdiction in

this area and established a comprehensive regulatory regime for the licensing

and regulation of the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or con-

centration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its

source material content.

It is from this historical perspective that we now turn to consider the

question raised. We consider first the relevant authority available to the

Commission under the Atomic Energy Act, as amended by the UMTRCA. Then we

will examine the relevance of EPA to the exercise of the NRC's licensing

authority.

9/ 42 U.S.C. § 4321. The procedures and guidelines for these statements
are set forth in 10 CF Part 51 "Licensing and Regulatory Policy and
Procedures For Environmental Protection".
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II. The Jurisdiction of the NRC Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954

A. The Atomic Energy Act, prior to its amendment by the UMTRCA.

For purposes of analysis, we begin with te relevant provisions of the

Atomic Energy Act, which were not affected by the UMTRCA-LO/ There is no

reasonable asis to question the clear and long-exercised legal authority

available to the RC to license the processing of uranium ore which produces

source material. In the exercise of his licensing authority, the NRC is

authorized to "govern any activity authorized pursuant to [the Atomic Energy]

Act... in order to protect health and to mirimize danger to life or property."

42 U.S.C. § 2201i.(3). In addition, the Commission is authorized to "estab-

lish by rule, regulation, or order, such standards and instructions to

govern the possession and use of... source material... as the Commission may

deem necessary or desirable... to protect health or to minimize danger to

life or property." 42 U.S.C. 2201b.. Each license "shall be in such form

and contain such terms and conditions as the Commission may, by rule or

regulation, prescribe to effectuate the provisions of (the Atomic Energy]

Act..."'42 U.S.C. § 2233. !IRC may xerrdse this regulatory authority and

control cver all integral parts of an activity, such as the extraction of

source material, for which an NRC license is required by the Atomic Energy

Act.

IC/ For purposes of the analysis at this point, we exclude the obligations
placed on NRC by NEPA. This matter is discussed subsequently, under
Part I.
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This application of the source material licensing and regulatory authority

of the Atomic Energy Act has bean consistently folowed by the R' d its

predecessor for years.11'

B. The Atomic Energy Act as amended by the UMTRCA.

The U4TRCA established a remedial action roqram to stabilize and control

uranium tailings at inactive mill sites a well as a program for the regula-

tion of mill tailings during uranium or thorium ore processing at active

mill operations.2/ -nowhere in the UMTRCA is there specific mention of in

situ extraction. In fact, It appears that the authors of the UMTRCA were

primarily concerned with the mill tailings and waste from conventional

uranium milling techniques, rather than In su operations. Y Nerthe-

less, as we discuss below, the UMTRCA did reinforce the NRC's licensing and

regulatory authority under the Atomic Energy Act in respects which are

applicable both to convenional milling and to in situ processing of uranium

or thorium ores to produce source material.

11/ See legal opinions which are printeJ in the hearings, "Uranium Mill
Tailings Control Act of 1978," before tne Subcommittee on Energy and
Power, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess., June 19, 20 and August 2, 1978, at pp. 204-207.

12/ UMTRCA, section 2, 42 U.S.C. I 7901 and H.Rep. 95-1480, Pt. 2 at 25, 29
(1978). Title i of the UMTRCA is concerned with the remedial action
program for inactive mill sites, and Title II with uranium mill tailings
licensing and regulations.

13/ See H.Rep. 95-1480, Pt. 2, at 25, 29 (1978), which discusses the hazards
associated with the enormous tailings piles generated in conventional
milling operations.
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1. The Statutory Language

Section 201 of the UTRCA amends section 1t. of the Atomic Energy Act by

expanding the definition of byproduct material, a material over which the

NRC clearly has licensing and regulatory Jurisdiction under the Atomic

Energy Act (Section 81. 42 U.S.C. 2111), to nclude:4/

the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concen-
treaon of uranium or t>orium from any ore rocessed primarily
for its source material content.

A literal reading of this definition would encompass the above-ground wastes

produced by any processing of ore primarily for its source material content.

The scant legislative history which is pertinent supports this conclusion.

(infra., p. 11). 5/

14i Section lle.(2), 42 U.S.C. 2014e.(2).

15/ For purposes of this analysis, there is no need to consider the question
of whether the depleted underground ore bodies left over from in situ
leaching fall within the definition of tailings or waste. An earlier
staff analysis concluded that the UTRCA does not appear to require regu-
lation of the subterranean ore bodies depleted by the n situ extraction
process. See memorandum from Howard K. Shapar to the Commission, dated
May 7, 1979. This memorandum also conclujed, consistent with the text
of this analysis, that the definition of byproduct material n the UMTRCA
covers the management of the wastes from in situ extraction that occur

above ground (including such wastes before they are re-injected). Regu-
latory authority over the surface material is a sound legal basis for
imposing license conditions dealing with the possible contamination of
groundwater by residues from that material or from the n situ operations.

The NRCs definition of section le.(2) byproduct mterial is consistent
with the foregoing. 10 CFR 40.4(a-l (1079). The regulatory defini-
tion repeats the statutory definition in section lle.(2) and adds these worc
*including discrete surface wastes resulting from uranium solution exti3c-
tion processes. Underground ore bodies depleted by such solution extractio
operations do not constitute 'byproduct material' within this definition."
This definition could, of course, be revised if necessary Lo cover specifi-
cally the possible contamination of groundwater from in situ operations.
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Tne UMTRCA also amended the Atomic Energy Act by adding a new sectitfn 84

(42 U.S.C. § 2114) which gives the NRC unambiguous regulatory authority over

the nonradiological as well as the radiological hazards associated with the

processing. possession and transfer of tailingb or wastes as defined in

section l1e.(2) of that Act.IA/ The exercise of this authority must confom

with the applicable general standards published by the Administrator of the

Enironmentul Protection Agency (EPA) under nw section 275 which was also

added to tnt tonic Energy Act by the UMTRCA.17/ Moreover, the Coraiissi-iu,

must assure that its general requirements or the management of tailings or

wastes (as defined in section le.(2)) are, to the maximum extent practi-

cable. at least comparable to requirements applicable to the possession,

transfer, and disposal of similar hazardous material regulated by the Admin-

istrator of EPA under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended. 1 8/

16/ Section 84 provides in part: a. The Commission shall insure that the
management of any byproduct material, as defined in section lle.(2),
is carried out in such manner as--

t,) W* C 'r damf opprepr#at o P erowl the puls IcE
health and safety and the environment from radtologcal and
nonradiological hazards associated with the process1ng and
witt possession and transfer oi such material".

17! 42 U.S.C. 2014a.(2).

18/ 42 U.S.C. § 2014a.(3).

'I
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ihe new Section 275 to the Atomic Energy Act provides, among other things,

that the Administrator of EPA shall publish 1 / 

standards of general application for the protection of the
public health, safety, and the environment from radiological
and non-radiological hazards associated with the processing
and with the possession, transfer, and disposal of byproduct
material, as defined in section lle.(2) of this Act, a sites
at which ores are processed primarily for their source material
content or which are used for the disposal of such byproduct
ma ter la .

The UMTROA also amended Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act to provide for

additional criteria for the discontinuance by the NRC of its regulatory

responsibilities over byproduct material, as defined in section le.(2), and

the assumption thereof by an Agreement State.LQ1 Although the Agreement

State area itself is beyond the scope of this analysis, included in the

requirements which an Agreement State must satisfy for NRC's jurisdiction to

be discontinued are:2@

[require] compliance with standards which shall be adopted by
the State for the protection of the public health, safety,
and the environment from hazards associated with such material
which are equivalent, to the extent practicable, or more
stringent than, standards adopted and enforced by the Commis-
sion and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency... '** and

191 Section 275 was added to the Atomic Energy Act by Section 206 of the
UMTRCA. The quoted language is from Section 275b.(1), 42 U.S.C. 2022b.(1).

2'/ Section 204 of the UMTRCA amended Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act
in several significant respects, the most relevant for present purposes
being the additional of a new section 274o.

21/ Section 274o.(2), 42 U.S.C. § 2021o.(2).
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[require procedures which] *2-2i/

require for each license which has a significant impact us
the human environment a written analysis*** of the impact of
such license, Including any activities conducted pursuant
thereto, on the environment, which analysis shall include -
*** an assessme.it of any impact on any waterway and ground-
water resulting from such activities. (emphasis supplied).

2. Tne Legislative History

Colloquies during the floor debate in the Senate reveal an understanding, at

least between the Senators involved, that the tailings or wastes from in

situ operations ordinarily are covered by the regulatory program of NRC

under the Atomic Energy Act as amended by the UMTRCA. In an exchange con-

cerning in situ operations, Senators Wallop and Hart made it clear that in

situ or solution extraction is within NRC jurisdiction, but may be appro-

priate for exemption from the land transfer requirements (Section 83) of the

U14TRCA:

Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I would like to obtain a clarifi-
cation from the distinguished Senator from Colorado, the
chairman of the Nuclear Regulation Subcommittee, of several
points regarding title II of the bill as passed by the other
body. First, I understanu that the other body revised the
bill to permit the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to exclude a
uranium mill tailings disposal site from the requirement of a
license if It determines that the ste will not constitute an
unreasonable risk to the public health and safety. This is
the same discretionary authority now possessed by the Commission
for other types of byproduct material. It occurs to me that
this discretionary authority to grant exemptions from licensing
would be particularly appropriate in the case of the so-called
solution mining projects, in which uranium is brought to the
surface by means of a fluid solution and is extracted with
the remaining material pumped back below he surface. ***

22/ Section 274o.(3)(c), 42 U.S.C. 2021o.(3)(C)(ii).
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Mr. HART. The distinguished Senator from Wyoming Is entirely
correct on each of the points he raised. The licensing
exemption authority for mill tailings disposal sites culd be
exer .,ed for sites where uranium mining and extraction is
limited to solution techniques. In fact, the Commission may
well exercise this exemption authority for other disposal
sites where such an exemption would not cftitute an unreason-
able risk to puoiic health and safety.'**-

Senators Hart and Wallop also engaged in a discussion to the effect that

"so-called solution mining projects, in which uranium i brought to the

surface by me:.; of a fluid solut:on and is extracted ith the remaining

material pumped back below the surface, would not generally be onsidered

for transfer status under the new section 83b" of the Atomic Energy Act,

which generally requires government ownership of land and tailings upon

termination of the milling operations. Senator Wallop expressed his

understanding that such projects would not generally be considered for

24/transfer status under section 83b. Senator Hart agreed, saying:1 '

Contrasted with conventional mining and milling methods which
cause significant surface disturbance and require extensive
reclamation, solution mining techniques allow for the recovery
of relatively small and widely scattered deposits of uranium
with minimal disturbance of the land and provide for waste
materials to be reinjected into the original locations below
the land surface from which the uranium was removed. There-
fore, the necesity f transferring surface and subsurface
title may not exist where uranium mining and extraction is
limited to solution techniques.

These exchanges how that during the legislative process, these two Senators

understood that the regulatory program established under the UMTRCA would

apply to all aspects of in situ perations. These exchanges indicate that

23/ Cong. Rec., daily edition, October 14, 1978, at p. S19037.

24/ Cong. Rec., daily edition, October 13, 1978, at p. S18748.
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these Senators expected the NRC to regulate the wastes from in Situ operations,

but believed that he requirements (in Section 83) for the transfer to the

government of tailings and their disposal site from such operations would at

least appropriately be the subject of the license exemption authorized in

section eVb. 25 /

There is also legislative history which is relevant in another context for

purposes chis analysis. Each of the House Committee reports on the

UMTRCA take note of the NRC's use of NEPA in regulating uranium milling:

"As already noted, the NRC now regulates these tailings at
active mills indirectly through its licensing of source
material milling under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, largely

25/ Section 83b. of the Atomic Energy Act provides in pertinent part that:

"The Commission shall require... that prior to the termination of
any license [which results in the production of any byproduct
material, as defined in section lle.(2)]... title to the land...
shall be transfer-ed to... the United States, or... the State in
which such land is located, at the option of such State"....
'Unless the Commission determines prior to such termination that
transfer of title to such land and such byproduct material is not
necessary or desirable to protect the public health, safety, or
welfare or to minimize or eliminate danger to life or property.'

Section 81 of the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2111) authorizes
the Commission to exempt certain classes or quantities "of byproduct
material' from the requirements for a license set forth [in Section 813
when it makes a finding that "the exemption... of such material... will
not constitute an unreasonable risk to the common defense and security
and to the health and safety of the public."

If byproduct material as defined in section lle.(2) is exempted from
licensing under Section 81, section 84 of that Act (42 U.S.C. § 2114)
authorizes the Commission to require the persons, officers, or instru-
mentalities so exempted from licensing "to conduct monitoring, perform
remedial work, and to comply with such other measures as it may deem
necessary or desirable to protect health or to minimize danger to life
or property...."

I
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as a result of the mgectment of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969.-

The Commission, in keeping with its responsibilities and
authorities under the Atomic Energy Act and the National
Environmental Policy Act, is the lead agency in regulation,
oversight, pj management of uranium mill tailings-related
activities.-

One of the committee reports goes even further, describing the NRC's environ-

mental duties under the UMTRCA as follows:

With respect to nonradiological matters, the NRC, through its
environmental review under the NEPA mandate, would impose
controls consistent with those imposed by EPA on similar
materials Stained in other solid wastes subject to EPA
authority.-

1II. NEP!i Obligations

The N'o staff in its uranium mill (conventional and in situ) licensing

actions has followed the practice of imposing conditions to mitigate health

and environmental impacts ac nowr t be reasonably necessary by the environ-

mental review process under EPA. The imposition of such license conditions

is an application of Commission !oicy .ich is rooted in the interpretation

of the obligations placed on RC y NEPA. Prior to 'EPA the Commission's

26/ H. REP. 95-1480, Pt. 2, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., 28 (1978). There was
no Senate Conmittee report on Title II (Uranium Mill Licensing and
Regulations) of the UMTRCA. There is a Senate Committee Report (S.Rep.
95-1266, Oct. 3, 1978) on remedial action program for inactive sites,
however.

27/ H. REP. 95-1480, Pt. 1, 95th Cong., d Sess., 15 (1978).

28/ Id., at 16.
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regulatory responsibility was essentially confined to scrutiny of and pro-

tection against hazards from radiation and did not encompass considerat on

of non-radiological environmental issues.9/ Passage of NEPA, however, made

... environmental protection a part of the mandate of every federal agency

and department... [The Comission] is not only permitted, but compelled, to

take environmental values into account..." and to consider environmental

issues just as it considers other matters within its mandate. Calvert Cliffs'

Coordinating Committee v. A.E.C., 449 F.2d 1109, 1112 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

Shortly after the Calvert Cliffs' decision, the Commission issued new EPA

regulations which, in pertinent part, required the preparation of an environ-

mental impact statement for each uranium mill licensed by it. The basic

issue, for purposes of thie analysis, is whether NEPA authorizes the Commission

to exercise the regulatory power it unquestionably has - the power to license

and regulate in situ operations - in a fashion that will minimize to the

extert practical the adverse environmental impacts which could result by the

contamination of groundwater from such operations.1&' This issue must be

resolved in the affirmative under the leading Judicial interpretations of

NEPA.

29/ New Hampshire v A.C., 406 F.2d 170, 175 (1st Cir. 1969), cert.
denied, 395 U.S 9 (l96g). 

30/ The Commission, as stated previously in the text, has statutory authority
to condition its licenses, 42 U.S.C. § 2233. Implicit in the power to
issue a license s the power to issue the license with reasiaable conc:..uns.

Regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) on "Implementing
Nationa'l Environmental Policy Act Procedures," provide that the "lead
agency shall include appropriate conditions in... permits or other
approvals.' (40 C.F.R. S 1505.3).
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Section 102 of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. § 4332, is a direction to all agencies that

. ,. to the fullest extent possible... the policies, regulations and public

laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered n accordance

with the policies [of NEPA]." The Supreme Court stated in Kleppe v. Sierra Club,

427 U.S. 390, 409 (1976) that:

... NEPA announced a national policy of environmental protec-
tion and placed a responsibility upon the Federal Government
to further specific environmental goals by 'all practicable
mean,. consistent with ote essential consi' ratiors of
national policy.' NEPA § 101(b), 42 U.S.C. 4331(b).

As Judge Wright said in Calvert Cliffs', 449 .2d supra at 1128: "Clearly,

it is pointless to 'consider' environmental costs without dlSO considering

action to avoid them." If the Commission is to administer the Atomic Energy

Act, as amended, in accordance with the "national policy of environmental

protection", Kleppe, suora., then it must have the authority to use its

license conditioning power when necessary to protect the environment just as

even prior to NEPA, it used that power to protect against threats to radio-

logical safety. Cf. Calvert Cliffs', supra.

Where, as here, an agency has a jurisdictional toehold'Z--. over a licensed

activity, its authority to use that power to protect the environment has

31/ These words were used by Judge Leventhal in Henry v. F.P.C., 513 F.2d
395, note 33 on p. 407 (D.C. Cir. 1975). In Henry, the "jurisdictional
toehold" was based on F.P.C. jurisdiction over a tap and value inter-
connection. By contrast, the NRC exercises licensing and regulatory
jurisaict'on cver in situ operations which produce source material and
section lle.(2) byproduct material. Thus, the dezison in Kitchen v.
F.C.C., 464 F.2d 801 D. C. Cir. 1972) which deals with a matter
(telephone exchange building) over which the FCC had never exercised
regulatory jurisdiction is clearly inapposite here.

down ---
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been unequivocably recognized by the courts. For example, in Henry v.

F.P.A., supra. at 406-407, a case in which the F.P.C. (now FERC: had such a

"jurisdictional toehold", Judge Leventhal wrote:

NEPA requires an integrated view of the envi-cnmental damage
that may be caused by a situation, broadly considered, and
its purpose is not to be frustrated by an approach that would
defeat a comprehensive and integrated consideration by reason
of the fact that particular.., agencies have particular
occasions for and imits on their exercise of jurisdiction.

Whe' is required is that the FPC, in deciding nether to
grant, deny or condition certificates of public convenience
and necessity for admittedly uri:Jictional facilities, take
into account the environmental costs of the gasification
projects as a whole.

Similarly, the First Circuit decision in Public Service Co. v. N.R.C., 582

F.2d 77 (1st Cr. 1978) is in point. The utility in that proceeding

challenged the propriety of NRC's order to reroute transmission lines. The

court, after agreeing that the Commissiun had the requisite jurisdiction

(under the Atomic Energy Act) over the transmission lines, Public Service Co.,

supra., note 7 at SI, and 85,, rejected the view that NEPA permitted the

Commission to consider the environmental Impacts of various transmission

lines routes, without acting to minimize those impacts. (Id., note 17 at

85). The Court said in this regard (Id., at 8-86):

Once having found that the Commission has jurisdiction over
the transmission lines, we think it clear that, under the
dictates of NEPA, it was obliged to minimize adverse environ-
menta; impact flowing therefrom.*** The Commission has
statutory authority to condition licenses.*** In this
instance, the Commission used one of its statutory powers in
the furtherance of NEPA, whose mandate the Commission must
follow. The Commission is under a dual obligation: to pursue
the objectives of the Atomic Energy Act and those of the
National Environmental Policy Act. 'The two statutes and the
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regulations promulgated under each must be viewed in para
(sic] materia' Citizens for Safe Power v. NRC, 524 F.2d 12°1,
1299 (C.A.D.C., 1975).

1'. Conclusion

The RC has licensing and regulatory jurisdiction under the Atomic Energy

Act over in situ operations which produce source material. Under that Act,

as amended, by the URCA, the Commission has the responsibility and authority

to assure that byproduct material as defined in section 11e.(2), (i.e.

tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or

thorium from any ,.-e processed primarily for its source material content),

is managed so as to protect the public health and safety and the environment

from radiological and nonradiological hazards associated with the processing

and with the possession and transfer of such material. Potential contaminants

of groundwater resulting from in situ operations are clearly within the

scope of the NRC's regulatory control under the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,

by the UMTRCA. Moreover, this regulatory authority reinforces the NEPA

authorization and directive for the Commission to exercise its licensing and

regulatory authority in a fashion tbit will minimize to the extent practical

the adverse environmental impacts resulting from the activities which it

licenses, one of which is in situ operations.

In view of the foregoing, the NRC is authorized to impose conditions in a

license for the in situ extraction of source matt ial for the purpose of

controlling possible contamination of groundwater from residues which are an

integral part of that licensed operation.



THE EXTENT OF PREEMPTION OR CONCURRENT

JURiSDICTION OVER URANIUM¶ MILL TAILINGS

IN NON-AGREEMENT STATES

Introduction and Overview

The question has arisen as to whether non-Agreement State authority over the

non-radiolonical hazards of uranium mill tailings has bee,, preempted by the

Federal Government and, if not, what, f any, authority regarding the regula-

tion of tailings is shared between the NRC and the non-Agreement States.

These questions have not been comprehensively addressed by the NRC since the

passage of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978.11 The

extreme complexity of the issue has been compounded by the passage of the

so-called remedial amendments to the Mill Tailings Act 2 which, while clari-

fying that NRC was not to have concurrent jurisdiction with Agreement States

during the three-year period before all the Act's provisions become fully

efective, served to further confuse the situation with respect to non-

Agreement States. The impetus for the present analysis is the recent dis-

cussion, in a series of meetings and letters, with the Governor and other

officials of the State of Wyoming regarding the appropriate regulatory role

/ Pub. L. No. 95-604, 92 Stat. 3021 (1978) thereinafter Mill Tailings
Act"3.

2/ Pub. L. No. 96-106, §22.93 Stat. 799 (1979).

ATTACHMENT B



of the State versus that of the NRC and the reestablishment of a cooperative

working relationship between the two.-

The scope of this analysis is limited to authority to regulate non-radiological

hazards of ill tailings since there appears to be neither confusion nor

controversy about the clear ntent of Congress, as expressed in the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended by the Mill Tailings Act, to provide for an

exclusive fedE.il regulatory role ver the radiologic. hazards of uranium

mill tailings. Though our analysis diverges from that of the Wyoming Attorney

General other issues, there is complete agreement on this point.

This memorandum is organized to present first a discussion, In summary form,

of the preemption doctrine in order to provide an analytical framework.

This is followed by detailed discussion of those provisions of the Atomic

Energy Act and the Mill Tailings Act which must be interpreted in order to

reach a conclusion as to whether there is preemption or concurrent juris-

diction over the nonradiological hazards of uranium mill tailings. Finally.

we conclude that the question is so close that the Commission could reason-

ably choose either interpretation, but that the better legal view is that

non-Agreement States and the NRC have concurrent jurisdiction to regulate

the non-radiological hazards of mill tailings, both before and after the

3/ Worthy of particular note are the February 27, 1980 letter from Gover-
nor Herschler to Chairman Ahearne and the December 1, 1979 memorandum to
Governor Herschler from Wyoming Attorney General John 0. Troughton,
entitled "Proposed DEQ Regulations on Mill ailings and In Situ Mining--
Jurisdiction of DEQ Relative to that of NRC" (hereinafter, Opinion of
the Wyoming Attorney General").
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November 8, 1981 date upon which the Mill Tailings Act becomes fully effec-

tive. As will be sown, the case for concurrent urisdiction before Novem-

ber 8, 1981 is based upon express Congressional preservation of state author-

ity; after that date It is based on absence of ndications that Congress

intended to "occupy the field" so completely as to preclude the possibility

of concurrent state regulation. Even where there is concurrent jurisdiction,

particular state regulation must, of course, give way to federal authority

in the event of conflict such that "compliance with both federal and state

regulations is a physical impossibility." Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc.

v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 142-43 (1963).

The Preemption DoctrineA!

The doctrine of preemption is based on Article VI of the Constitution,

Clause 2, which elevates federal law above that of the states. It provides:

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall
be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be
the supreme Law of the Land; ana the Judges in every State shall
be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any
State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

Conversely, however, since the Federal Government is one of limited powers,

the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution preserves to the states all powers

4/ The doctrine of preemption is firmly established in a long line of
decisions of the Supreme Court. No attempt Is made to cite them here.
For simplicity, the overview presented here is freely paraphrased from
the comprehensive summary of Supreme Court precedent set forth in
Northern States Power v. Minnesota, 447 F.2d 1143 (8th Cir. 1971),
aff'd mem. 05 U.S. 1035 TT372T.
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not specifically delegated to the United States nor expressly prohibited to

the states. Accordingly, the starting point in any preemption analysis must

be whether_-the Congressional enactment poviding for federal regulation in a

particular field has been undertaken pursuant to the powers delegated to the

United States by the Constitution. Since the instant memorandum is prompted

by confusion as to the proper interpretation of the Mill Tailings Act rather

than ts validity, this point need not be discussed further. In any event,

it appears clear that the constitutional power to regulate interstate connerce

provides adequate authority for federal regulation of uranium milling and

mill tailings.

Having established that the Federal Government has the power to regulate In

a given aea, the inquiry must focus upon whether Congres! is acted n a

manner so as to exclude the states from asserting concurrent jurisdiction

over the same subject matter. At the outset it should be understood that

the existence of concurrent jurisdiction means that the states may regulite

the very same subject as the Federal Government, i.e., the nonradiological

hazards of uranium mill tailings. This, may be by imposition of standards

more demanding (but not nconsi ent with) minimum federal standards or by

regulation of aspects of the subject not addressed by the federal scheme.

Concurrent jurisdiction can exist only if both regulations can be enforced

without impairing the federal superintendence of the field." Florida Lime &

Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul. 373 U.S. 132. 142 (1963).
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In cases where states have attempted to exercise concurrent jurisdiction the

first question is whether the two regulatory schemes present irrconcilable

conflict. As previously noted, state regulation must give way in the face

of such conflict. In the instant situation, this inquiry too may be bypassed

because the problem Is one of anticipation--is there room for the non-Agreement

States-/ to assert regulatory authority over the non-radiological hazards of

uranium mill tailings in a manner which does not conflict with the Mill

Tailings Act and the NRC regulations prorul ted uncer thpt Act.6/

In the absence of inevitable collision between state and federal regulatory

schemes, It must be determined whether Congress has manifested an intention

to excluJe the possibility of concurrent state regulation. The Mill Tailings

Act does not contain language of express preempton.4Z./ Of course, if

9/ Tnis paper focuses on tne situation in non-Agreement States. In Agree-
ment States no doubt remains as to the preeirpton/concurrent juris-
diction status. By virtue of the 1979 remedial amendments to the
Mill Tailings Act ' is clear that Agreement States have exclusive
authority over all aspects of uranium mill tailings regulation until
November 8, 1981 (though they must meet the requirements of section 274o.
of the Atomic Energy Act as amended to the extent practicable' during
this period). Thereafter, if these states have entered into amended
agreements in accordance with the Mill Tailings Act, they will retain
the exclusive authority (subject to the conditions of section 274o.).
Should they elect not to assume the exclusive Agreement State authority
over mill tailings, (i.e., not amend their agreements). they would
stand in the same position as non-Agreement Stales insofar as regula-
tion of mill tailings is concerned.

6/ To date, the process of development of NRC regulations to implement the
Mill Tailings Act has focused largely on the radiological hazards of
mill tailings.

7/ An example of such preemptive language is found in section 106(d) of
the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 19'2, 33 U.S.C.
I 461 (d) (1976), which states:

after the effective date of this subchapter, no State shall
adopt or enforce any rule or rrgulation relative to any activity
regulated by this subchapter.
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language expressly preserving state authority were contained In the Mill

Tailings Act, the inquiry would also be at an end for there wouid clearly be

no preemption. Whether or not such language s found r remains in the

Atomic Energy Act and the Mill Tailings Act as both have been amended is

a close question of the proper Interpretation of those acts, ncluding

particularly 204(h)(I) of the Mill Tailings Act as amended, whic; will be

discussed below.

Assuming that Congress has neither expressly preserved nor expressly prohib-

ited the exercise of state authority over a given subject matter, federal

preemption may be implied in certain circumstances. Thus, the ultimate

question to be answered In this memorandum is this: Does the Mill Tailings

Act mpliedly preempt non-Agreement State regulation of the non-radiclogical

hazards of uranium mill tailings (a matter clearly subject to NRC regula-

tion), or are these non-Agreement States free to exercise concurrent juris-

diction to the extent that their laws and regulations are consistent with

those of the Federal Government?

Any discussion of the doctrine of implied preemption sho.ld be prefaced with

the caveat that this is an extremely confusing area of law. In discussing

t-.e issue with regard to preemption in the nuclear field, one commentator

stated:

Although the general criteria for finding preemption are
easily stated, the application to particular cases has been,
to say the least, variable. Among other things, the decisions
display Inconsistent treatment of the degree of conflict
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necessary to support a finding of preemption and reliance on
a broad range of presumptive factors--for example, the per-
vasiveness of the federal scheme of regulation, the dominance
of the national Interest in a particular field of regulation,
and the possibility that the state law might produce a result
inconsistent with the federal statute--as the basis for an
inference that Congress Intended to occupy a field to the
exclusion of state authority. In one class of cases of
particular interest here, involving state statutes designed
to protect public health and safety, the Court has reiterated
the now familiar maxim that a federal Statute will not be
deemed to preempt state action unless there is a direct
conflicgor a clearly mainfested congressional intent to that
effect.-

Although the tests for implied peemption are summarized in any number of

Supreme Court cases,9 a clear and concise summary appears in the 8th

Circuit's decision in Northern States Power, dealing with preemption n the

nuclear field:

Key factors in the detenmination of whether Congress has, by
implication, preempted a particular area so as to preclude
state attempts at dual regulation include, inter alia:
(1) the aim and intent of Congress as revealed by the statute
itself and its egislative hstor. . . .; (2) the pervasiveness
of the federal regulatory scheme as authorized and directed
by the legislation and as carried into effect by the adminis-
trative agency . . .; (3) the nature of the subject matter
regulated and whether t is one which demands 'exclusive
federal regulation In order to achieve uniformity vital to
national interests." . . .; and ultimately (4) whether,
under the circumstances of a) particular case Estate] law
stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment anfoxecution of
the full purposes and objectives of Congress. -

B/ Murphy & La Pierre, Nuclear Moratoriu"r Legislation n the States
and the Supremacy Clause: A ase of Express Preemption 75-76 (Atomic
Industrial Forum, Inc., November 1975) (footnotes omitted).

°; See, e.. Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Cor., 331 U.S. 21E (1947); Ray
-. v;. Atlantic Richfield Co., 435 U.S. 151 (1978).

1/ Northern State, Power Co. v. Minnesota, 447 F.2d 1143, 1146 (8th Cir.
1971) (footnotes omitted).
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A finding of Federal preemption is the exception rather than the rule1-/ and

the exercise of Federal supremacy s not lightly to be presumed.R' As a

general rule, conflicting law, absent repeal or exclusivity provisions,

Should be pre-empted . . . 'only to the extent necessary to protect the

achievement of the alms of'" the federal law, since the proper approach is

to reconcile 'the operation of both statutory schemes with one another

rather than holding (the state scheme] completely ousted.'" This

approach is especially appropriate where te State authority subject to

preemption is an exercise of the historic police powers of the State," such

as those powers designed to protect the public health, safety, or welfare.-

In this connection. it must be nuted that State police powers to regulate

environmental hazards and protect water supplies have been given consider-

able deference in Federal law. Various Federal statutes have given express

deference to State laws concerning waLer allocation. 1 5/ The courts have

11/ Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fgrarce Assoc. v. Minnesota, 440 F.Supp. 1216,

12.20 (. Minn. 1977).

12/ Schwartz v. Texas, 344 U.S. 199, 202-203 (195?).

13/ Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Ware, !4 U.S. 117, 127 (1973),

quoting Silver v. New York City Stock Excnange, 373 U.S. 341 (1963).

14/ See. e.g.. Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218 (1977); Kelly

v. Washington, 302 U.S. 1, 10 (1937); Cloverleaf Butter Co. v. Patter-
son. 315 U.S. 148, 162 (1942); Florida Avocado Growers v. Paul, 373 U.S.
248. 29 (1963).

1S/ See, e .. 43 U.S.C. JH 383, 617 (1976).

I
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also recognized that the States have a legitimate police power interest in

environmental matters.l16' The States inherent authorities concerning

matters regarding water quality and supply is of special significance in the

arid Western States where uranium milling occurs. Wyoming, for nstance,

views Itself as the trustee of the State's waters for the people. 1 / State

authority of this nature will not be preempted unless there is clear and

manifest Congressional intent to do so. I/

NRC/AEC Statutory Authority with respect to Uranium Mill Tailincs

a. The Atomic Energy Act

Prior to enactment of the Mill Tailings Act, the Commission's authority over

uranium milling was limited to licensing the source material produced n the

milling process. Regulatory authority was asserted over the generation of

16/ See, e. Askew v. American Waterways Operators, 411 U.S. 325 (1973);
Steuar FTransportation Co. v. Allied Towing. 12 FRC 2035 (8th Cir.
1979); Exxon v. New York City, 372 F.Supp. 335 (S.D. N.Y. 1974).

l/ Hun:iker v. Knowlton, 322 P.2d 141, 78 Wyo. 241, reh. den. 324 P.2d
266, 78 Wyo. 241.

18/ De Canas v. Oica, 424 U.S. 351, 357 (1976); see also, Jones v. Rath
Packing Co., 430 U.S. 519, 525 (1977); Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp.,
331 U.S. 218, 230 (1977). See ceneralv, Catz & Leonard, The Demise
of the Implied Preemotion Doctrine, 4HASTINGS CONST. L.C. 29; (1977).
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19/tailings because it was an integral pa t of the milling process,-L but no

other authority to regulate uranium mill tailings was claimed b *he Commission.-

In a memorandum ated December 7, 1960, the AEC's Acting General Counse'

explored the issue of Commission jurisdiction over uranium. mill tailings

under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. The thrust of this memorandum was that

any potential health hazards posed by tailings would be attributable to the

radium content--not the "unimportant"- 2 ! quantities of uranium or thorium

19/ The Commission relied upon subsections 161b. and i.(3) of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 to impose conditions upon the uranium miller's
license to receive and transfer source material. Specifically, these
provisions authorize the Commission to:

b. establish by rule, regulation, or order, such standards
and instructions to govern the possession and use of
special nuclear material, source material, and byproduct
material as the Commission may deem necessary or desirable
to promote the common defense and security or to protect
health or to minimize danger to life or property.

I. prescribe such regulations or orders as it ay deem
necessary . . . (3) to govern any activity ahorizpd
pursuant to the Act, including standards and restric-
tions governing the design, location, and operation of
facilities used in the conduct of such activity, n
order to protect health and to minimize danker to life
or property.

20/ Section 62 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provides that ". . . licenses
shall not be required for quantities of source material which, in the
opinion of the Commission, are unimportant."

-
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present in the tailings.L/ Since the Commission has no authority to regulate

radium in he tailings, the net result was the there was no AEC regulation

of uranium mill tailings.

As the NRC became increasingly concerned with the potential hazards of

uranium milling and mill tailings, however, it began to take 3 more agressive

role in reaulating these mattersL2' in implementation of its responsibilities

under the tional Environmental Policy Act of 1969. At the time the Mill

Tailings Act was passed, a cognizant congressional committee noted:

* . [T]he NRC now regulates these tailings at active mills
indirectly through its licensing of source material milling
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, largely ds a result of
the etment of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969.-

Once the active milling operations ceased and the underlying Commission

source material license was terminated, there was no longer a 'clear legal

21/ This memorandum (and a related one) were adopted as the position of a
subsequent AEC general counsel in 1971, and are reprinted in Use of
Uranium Mill Tailinqs for Construction Purposes; Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on Raw Materials of the oint Comm. on Atomic nergy, 92d
tong., 1st Sess. 19 et seq. (1971).

See also, memorandum from Howard K. Shapar, Assistant General Counsel,
Licensing and Regulation to John A. McBride, Director, Division of
Materials Licensing, entitled "Commission's Regulatory Authority over
Uranium Mill Tailings (September 22, 1965).

22/ See e.c., U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, FUEL PROCESSING AND
FABRICATION BRANCH, BRANCH POSITION ON URANIUM MILL TAILINGS MANAGEMENT
(May 13, 1977); U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, ASSESSMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF URANIUM MILLS IN AGREEMENT STATES, 43 Fed.
Reg. 17,879 (April 26, 1978).

23/ H.R. REP. NO. 95-1480, Pt. 2, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 28 (1978).



basis for further Commission regulatory control of the miI tailings',

according to Dr. Hendrie", Chairman of the

b. The Mill Tailings Act

The Mill Tailings Act was intended t fill this regulatory gap.15/ Title II

strengthens both the NRC and the Agreement State regulatory requirements

regarding uranium milling and mill tailings. This title of the Mill Tailings

Act amends the Atomic Energy Act of 154 to provide direct NRC authority

over uranium mill tailings and wastes, now defined as "byproduct material"

under section 11e.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act.26/ Other salient provisions

of title II include a scheme for Federal or State ownership of tailings

disposal sites once milling activities cease, authority for the NRC to

require bonding or other financial surety to ensure stabilization and

reclamation of tailings and milling sites by its milling licensees, and the

concept of national minimum standards for tailings management and disposal

to be established by NRC and EPA and tc apply in both Agreement and non-

Agreement States.

Section 201 of the Mill Tailings Act amends section le. of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954 by adding a new category of byproduct material: "the

tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or

24/ Id., at 29.

25/ See H.R. REP. NO. 95-1480, Pt. 1, 95th Cong. Sess. 12 (1978).

Gl/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 2014(e)(2) (1979).
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271thorium primarily for its source material content."- In essence, this

expanded defirit'on operates to place uranium mill tailings ana wastes into

the existing regulatory scheme in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 81

of that Act, as amended, provides that--

(njo person may transfer or receive in interstate commerce,
manufacture, produce, transfer, acquire, own, possess,
import, or export any byproduct material, except to the
extent authorized by this section authorizing Commission
licenses or exemptions], section 82 governing erts], and
section 84 (covering milling and mill tailings].-

The definition of section lle.(2) byproduct material focuses on tailings or

wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium

from an ore processed primarily for its source material content"9/ so as to

exclude from NRC regulation mill tailings that contain uranium produced as a

side stream of an operation primarily intended to extract a mineral other

than uranium.30/

The scope of NRC's regulatory responsibility over section lle.(2) byproduct

material is pervasive, as indicated by reference to the operative provisions

27/ Id.

28/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2111 (1979).

29/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 2014(e)(2) (1979) (emphasis added).

30/ As discussed in the accompanying memorandum regarding in-situ extra- -n
of uranium, the Commission's regulations further delimit the definition
of section le(2) byproduct material to include discrete surface wastes
resulting from uranium solution extraction processes, but to exclude
underground ore bodies depleted by such solution extraction operations.
10 CFR § 40.4(a-1).

I _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
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of the Mill Tailings Act. Section 205 of that Act adds a new section 84 to

the AtomicEn---y Act of 1954, outlining Autnorities of Conmis;ion Respecting

Certain Byproduct Material." Under this section, the Commission must insure

that the management of section le(2) byproduct material is carried out in

such a manner as . . . the Commission deems appropriate to protect the public

health and safety and the environment from radiological and nonradiological

t3zards associated with the processing and with the possession and transfer

of such material," (emphasis added) and conforms to Lne general standards

for tailings management prescribed by the EPA and the Commission.l/

Significantly, this marks the first time the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, gives the Commission specific authority over nonradiological and

environmental matters.L2 J Prior to enactment of the Mill Tailings Act, NRC

authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 had been limited to radiological,

public health and safety, comnon defense and security, and antitrust matters,

although the agency was, of course, required to consider nonradiological

issues pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.)' The

proposed regulations implementing the Mill Tailings Act do not at this time

focus heavily on nonradiological environmental concerns. The regulations

31/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2022(d) (1979).

32/ Prior to the enactment of NEPA, it was held that the AEC lacked statutory
authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to deny or condition
licenses on nonradiological environmental grounds. New Hampshire v. AEC
406 .2d 120 (1st Cir. 1969), cert. den. 395 U.S. 962 (1969).

33/ Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v. AEC, 449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir.)
cert. den. 404 U.S. 942 (1971).
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rather emphasize traditional Commission concerns, such as radon emanation

from the tailings or wastes, but do to a lesser extent address certain newer

areas of interest, Such as seepage of toxic materials into groundwater.34/

It should be noted that the role of other agencies n the regulation of the

environmental hazards associated with uranium milling and mill tailings is

not affected. Section 275e. of thr Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (added by the

Mill Tailings t) provider

Nothing in this Act applicable to byproduct material, as
defined in section Ile.(2) of tis Act, shall affect the
authority of the Administrator under the Clean Air Act of
1970, as amended, or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
as amended.

Under these acts the EPA Administrator is empowered to authorize state

implementation and enforcement of certain provisions of these acts. There

is no indication of intent in the legislative history of the Mill Tailings

Act to take away this authority of the Administrator.-/

Thus, EPA, and the states which administer these acts, retain permitting and

regulatory authority over air or water pollutants emitted by uranium milling

operations or tailings to the same extent as before passage of the Mill

Tailings Act.

34/ 44 Fed. Reg. 50,021 (1979), proposing a new Appendix A to 10 C.F.R.
Part 40.

35/ Indeed, the ultimate committee report stresses that the Mill Tailings
Act is not to affect the applicability of any of the environmental laws.
H. R. REP. NO. 95-1480, Pt. 2, 95th Cong., d Sess. 46 (1978).
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The NRC and the EPA are to set national Federal standards applicable in

both Agreement States and non-Agreement States.A6 The legislative history

of the Act Indicates that the intent is to insure that --

...mills located in a non-Agreement State are not subject to
different requirements than th competitors which are
located in an Agreement State.-

To this end, the Agreement States must also, when issuing uranium milling or

mill tailings licenses or regulations, follow procedures comparable to those

of the NRC.3L/ Similarly, Agreement Sate financial surety requirements

applied to milling licensees must be sufficient to ensure compliance with

those standards established by the Commission.39'

Another, possibly more significant, indicator of the NRC's predominance in

the area of uranium milling and mill tailing regulation is the NRC's retention

of authority over certain aspects of long term tailings management in Agreement

States. This retention of authority over materials under Agreement State

regulation is a marked departure from Vi"e Agreement State program as originally

T6/ 42 U.S.C.A. M114, 2022, 2uvl(o)(1979).

37/ H.R. REF. NO. 95-1480, Pt. 2, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 45 (1978).

38/ 42 U.S.C.A. Si 2021(o)(1-3) (1979). The procedures include steps to
enhance public participation and an environmental review. Under 42
U.S.C.A. 2021(j)(1979), the NRC must undertake periodic reviews
to ensure that the Agreement States are complying with these require-
ments, and a State's failure to comply may mean termination or
suspension of all or part of its agreement.

39/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2201(x)(1979).
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enacted, which envisage a clear separation of Commission and Agreement

State authority.C Under sectiuns 83c. and 275c. of the Atcmic nergy Act

of 1954, as amended by the Mill Tailings Act, before any uranium milling

license (including an Agreement State license) may be terminated, the NRC

must have first made a determination that all applicable requirements pertain-

ing to tailings stabilization and decontamination have been met.AJI Moreover,

under sections 83a. and b., the following authority is reserved to the

Commission after November 8, 1981: (1) the authority to etablish such

terms and conditions as the Commission determines necessary to assure that

the licensee complies with decontamination, decommissioning, and reclamation

standards the Commission may establish;4E/ (2) the authority to require

transfer of title of the tailings and their disposal site to the Federal or,

at the option of the State, State government; 43/ (3) the authority to permit

use of surface or subsurface estates, or both, of land transferred to the

44/United States or a State;L- (4) the authority to require transfer of tailings

40/ According to the legislative history of the 1959 amendments to the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 estdbllshing the Agreement State program,

It is not intended to leave any room for the exercise
of dual or concurrent jurisdiction by States to control
radiation hazards by regulating byproduct, source, or
special nuclear materials. The intent is to have the
material regulated either by the Commission, or by the
State and local government, ut not by both. S. REP. No.
870, 86th Cong., st Sess. 9 (1959).

41/ 42 U.S.C.k. § 2113(c), 2021(c)(1979).

42/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2113(a)(1)(1979).

j2b/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2113(b)(1)(1979).

44/ 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2113(b)(1,7) (1979).
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and their disposal site connected with a mill that was in operation before

the effective - e of the land transfer requirements of section 83 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954;5/ (5) the authority to require the Federal

agency or State having custody of the tailings and their disposal site to

under take monitoring, maintenance, and emergency measures as the Commission

may deem necessary;46/ and (6) the authority o enter into arrangements to

ensure that tailings on Indian lands are properly monitored and aintained.47/

What, if any, authority to reoulate the non-radiological hazards of

uranium mill tailings has been left to non-Acreement States

a. The situation before November 8, 1981

The foregoing discussion makes clear that Congress intended the Federal

Government to assume a pervasive and preeminent role with regard to the

hazards of uranium mill teiling--both radiological and non-radiological.

The question of implied preemption then turns upon whether this role estab-

lished for the Federal Governent so completely occupies the field"8/ as

45/ 42 U.S.C.A. 2113(b)(4) (1979).

46/ 42 U.S.C.A. 1 U113(b)(5) (1979).

47/ 42 U.S.C.A. I 213(b)(3j (1979).

48/ The Implied preemption standard of occupancy of the field" (see,
e.g., Flordla Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132,
135 (1963)) is measured by the more detailed fact:rs set forth in
cases such as Northern States Power v. Minnesota, 47 F.2d 1143
(8th Cr. 1971). See pp. 3-8, suora.

i.
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to leave n roo for concurrent non-Agreement State regulation. Before

attempting to reach conclusion on this, we will first examine the available

indicia as to whether Congress intended to preserve or preclude. non-agreement

state authority. Becduse one of the key (and most onfuf1ng) fctors--section

201(h)(1) of the Mill TIilings Act as mended--applies only until November 8,

1981, the Situation must be examined separately for the periods before and

if ter tt date.

: .houlvI be noe dtra t the outset that the uthors of the Mil TailIngs Act

werr cnr t.aIIy care fl to identIfy Areertent States when they wshed to

di.tnqiI91 between Agreerent nc non-Agreement States. For example. section

??Sd. of the Atomic Energy Act o 1954±.' as dded by the Mill Tailings Act,

refers to 'States exercising authority ursuant to section 274b.(2) of this

Act.' by Implication, the failure to Identify a provision as applying only

to Agreement States ens that reference to a State or any State means

just what t says--either n Agreement or non-Agreement State.5°-

It appears that certaIn authorities are available to any State under the

mill Iailings Act. As described above, limitations on exclusive NRC authority

ledve rour for State regulation. The most salient of these limitations is

t'r definition of byproduct terial n section 1 e.(Z). which leaves to the

States the regulation of tllings or wastes produced by the extraction or

j/V 42 U.S.C.A. S 2622(d) (.97Q).

KCI !!e A Sutherland. SATUTORY CN'STRUCTION, S *J.23 (4th ed. C.O. Snds
eS ) .
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concentration of uraniun or thorium from ore not processed primarily for ts

source owterisl content, and llows the State uthorit over below-ground

'e.g., ining) aspects of in situ extraction. Also, by virtue of section 275e.

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,1L/ as added by the 111 Tailings Act, States

may continue to exercise whatever authority they have to administer certiin

provisions of the Clean Air Act or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

Other uthorities ppear to be gnerdlly available to the States under the

will 'itlng% Act. Under section 8(b)(1) of the Atomic Energy Act of

J~u,- as aded by e Mill *tilie.gs Act, a State--apparently Agreement or

non.Areemert.-may opt to take Custody of tailings and their disposal site.

Similarly, under section 161s. of the Atomic nergy Act of 1 95 4 ,L1 as added

by the ill Tailings At, the 11C must, when mposing financial surety

requirUrents tr nto consideration 'other financial arrangements which are

required by other Federal gencies or State agencies nd/or other local

governing bodies . . . . (emphasis added.)

'he remainder of thr Statutory pvisons that might bar upon non-Agreement

State authority are etrrely confusing, and to a certain extent, self-

Lontradictory. Two of then, relied upon in the npinion of the Wyoming

5;L/ 4 U.S.'.A. ZZO1t4(1) (1979).

LI/ I:& U.S.C.A. 2201:.' 1970) (~jis dded).
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Attorney General as upport for his opinion that non-Agreement States have

concurrent Jurisdiction with the NRC over non-radlologlcal hazarcs of

urniufr t I'II tailIngs until November , 1981, may be discussed together at

the utset--sect ion 274k. of the Atiric Energy Act of 1954 and section

204(g) of the Mill Tailings Act. (It will be recalled that section 274 of

the Atomic Energy Act authorizes and establishes the Agreement State program

and that section 204 of te Mill Tailings Act mends section 274 to prov1de

for Areement State regulation of mill tlings).

Section 74k provides that:

Nothing n this section shall be construed to ffect the
authority of any State or local agency to regulate activities
for purposes other than protection against radiation hazards.
(Emphasis added.)

Set ion 204(g) provide% that:

Nothing n any amendment made this section hall preclude
any State from exercising any other authority as permitted
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 respecting any byproduct
material, as defined n section lle.(2) of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954. (Emphasis added.)

These two provisions operate to preserve State authority * as against

nthrr provisicns n sections 204 or 274. respectively, which apply to the

Agreement State progrm-f-npt to any other RC authority over itling or mill

tailings. Section 2741. of the Atomic Energy Act o 1954 a-I section 204(g)

of the Mill Tailings Act erely prevent anything in section 274. as aended--

i e.. te Agreermnt State prograr-.fror affectingaState authority over
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non-radiological hazards./ Sections 84 and 275 of the Atoric Energy Act

of 1954 (ad . y 202(a) and 206a. respectively, of te Mill Tailngs

Act) give NRC and EA clear 1nsediate authority over nonradiological (as

well as radiological) mdtters, and are not limited by any reservation of

prior State authority n section 274k. of the Atomic Energy Act o 1954 or

section 204(g) of the Mill Tailings Act.

Thus neither section 274k. nor section 204(g) operates to preserve non-

Agreement State authority over the non-radiological hazards of uranium mill

ta I lings.

Most cnfusing is section 204(h)(1) of te Mill Tailings Act, which purports

to -reserve prior State authority respecting section lle.(2) byproduct

miaterll for the three-year period before the Act becomes fully effective.

As originally enacted, section 204(h)(1) stated:

§5: The Opinion of the yoming Attorney General falls to point out tat
section 274k. of th! Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and section 204(g) of
the 111 Tailings Act apply only to the Aoreement State provisions of
section 274 nd mendments thereto, making them of no value n reserving
State authority against sections 84 and 275 of the Atomic nergy Act of
1954:

[Congress') failure to repeal Section 2021(k) of the AEA--th,.
judicial touchstone for decisions recognizing state regulatory
authority over non-radiololicil hazards--or to appeal sic] or
amend Section 204(g) of U14eRCA.-which preserves to the states
the authority over tailings ,ermitted them under the AEA prior
to anendments to the cooperative agreement section thereof--
leaves non-agreement states in essentially the same position
they were n with respect to tailings prior to 1978. (Opinion
at 9.)

It also appears to erroriously assume that sections 84 and 275 do not
take effett until 1931. (Opinion at 6.)
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On or befcre the date three years after the date of enactment
of this Act, notwithstanding any amendment made by this
title, ary State my exercise any authority under State law
respecting yprcduct material, as defined in section 1le.(2)
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, in the same manner, and to
the some extent, as permitted bfore the enactment of this
Act.

On its face, this provision would have preserved any Sate authority under

State law -ding tailings for the three-year period before the Mill

Tailings Act ime fully effective ir 1981. Read literally, this would

Include authority over radioactive and nonradioactive hazards of mill tcilfngs.

This was the understanding of the Co ission, for when it suggested remedial

amendments to eliminate concurrent NRC-Agreement State jurisdiction of

uranium mill tailings (but not change the situation in non-Agreement States),

its section-by-section analysis explained:

In non-Agreement States, the ; would have immediate authority
to mp'iment the regulatory program in Title 1I. Although
section 204(h)(]) preserves prior State authority for three
years, in case of confJ4 t between Federal and State law, the
Federal would prevail. Jo

Although the legislation as originally drafted by the Commission was intro-

duced by Senator Domenici and passed by the Senate,161 it was subsequently

aUended by Representative Udall to ensure that the new requirements of the

Mill Tailings Act pt.1aining to Agoeement State regulation and licensing of

uranium milling and mill tailinns would be applied to the maximum extent

, Cong. Rec. S15,006 (Oct. 24, 1979) (statement of Sen. Domenici
Incorporating NRC's section-by-section analysis).

56,' Id.
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practicable during the three-year period before the Act becomes fully

effective.-/ Section 204(h)(1) as amended reads in part as follows:

During the three-year period beginning on the date of the
enactment of this Act, notwithstanding any other provision of
this title, any State may exercise any authority under State
law (including authority exercised pursuant to an areement
entered into pursuant to section 274 of the Atomic Energy
Act f 1954) respecting (A) byproduct material, as defined In
section lle.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, or () any
activity which results in the production of byproduct material
as so defined, in the same manner and to the same extent as
permitted before the date of enactment of this Act, except
that such State authority shall be exer:ised in a manner
which, -o the extent practicable is consistent with the
reouirements of sectiot. 74o. of the Atomic Enerqy Acw0 cf
1954 (as added by section 204(e) of this Act) .

Obviously the drafters of the Udall amendments to the remedial amendments

were not thinking in terms of preserving non-Agreement State authority over

mill tailings: they were intent upon making the Agreement States follow the

new requirements of the Mill Tailings Act to the maximum extent practicable.9/

=5 Cong. Rec. H 9772 (Oct. 26, 1979) (statement of Rep. Udall).

58/ Puh. L. No. 96-106, 22(b), 93 Stai.. 799 (1979) (emphasis added).

59/ In explaining his amendment, w ch also a-ended section 204(e) to provide
that section 274o. shall app., only to the maximum extent practicable
during the three year period beginning on the date of enactment of this
Act," Mr. Udall stated:

'My amendment changes the Senate Amendment to provide that
specified standards and procedures in the act would be
effective Immediately to the maximum extent practicable.
Further the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is declared to
retain authority to assure that agreement States in exer-
cirzng their licensing activities implement the require-
ment, to the maximum extent practicable. (Empahsis added)
Cong. Rec. 9772 (October 26, 1979).

Upon return of the measure to the Senate, Senator Domenici accepted
the Udall amendment and indicated his understanding that the new
language was to pply to the Agreement States:

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED)
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The result s a provision which does not admit of any reading which gves

full effect to all of the lanauage used. Three possible interpretations,

each strained, appear possible.

(FOOTROTE 59 CTINUED)

Mr. President, I am willing to accept this modification to
my amendment. However, because this is a new addition to the
statutory language, some further explanation my be n order.
First, as the legislative history to the Mill Tailings Act
recognized, there may be several reasons why it is not prac-
ticable for a particular Agreement State to meet one or more
of the new requirements of the act within the 3-year interim
period. For example, action by the State legislature may be
required to give the State regulatory agencies authority to
meet certain of the requirements, or action of the State legis-
lature may be needed to provide all the necessary funding to
meet the new requirements. Because some State legislatures
meet infrequently, the time needed to accomplish any necessary
changes may vary considerably. Also, after NRC issues any
new substantive standards for the control of mill tailings, a
period of time may be required for the Agreement States to
incorporate the new standards into thier ongoing regulatory
programs. These are just a few examples of factors which
could make 't nt practicable for an Agreement State to meet
one or more of the new requirements during the 3-year interim
period.

With regard to KRC's role during the interim period, this
amendment would not give the Commission any new authority
over individual State licensing determinations. Thus, the
Commission would not have the authority to issue, deny or
revoke licenses in the Agreement States. Rather, NRC's role
during the interim period will be to assist the Agreement
States in upgrading their regulatory programs to meet the new
requirements. One approach which has already been used effec-
tively in this process is the offer of NRC technical assistance
to the State on a consultant basis. Another useful tool is
the grant program established by the Mill Tailings Act. The
amendment provides an added directive to the Commission to
work in cooperation with the Agreement States to improve the
effectiveness of their regulatory efforts as soon as possible.

Cong. Rec. S. 14356 (October 29, 1979).
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First, the provision could be construed as applying to Agreement States

only. While this would give effect to the intention of the language added

by the remedial amendments (see footnote 59, supra) it would require reading

"any State' to mean Agreement State," and-would implicitly repeal the

earlier preservation, nsofar as non-Agreement States are concerned, of

previously existing authority over the non-radiological hazards of tailings.

The sparse legislative history contains-no indication that the Commission in

proposing the remedial amendments or the Congress in acting upon them ntended

this latter result. Moreover, as previously noted, Congress was generally

careful to indicate clearly when references to Agreement States were intended.

Second, the provision could be read, in its entirety, as applying to all

states. The introductory reference to any State" would support such a

reading, but the necessary consequence, if the remainder of the provision s

read literally, would be that non-Agreement States would be bound to apply

`to the extent practicable" other provisions which, when enacted, were

intended to apply only to Agreement States. Moreover in non-Agreement

States this obligation would endure only until ovember 8, 1981, where as in

Agreement States the requirements would become ever more stringent after

that date. The legislative history provides no support for such a result,

and no sound legislative purpose for such a scheme is apoarent.

The third alternative is to read the general preservation of authority in

section 204(h)(1) as applying to any state and limiting the applicability of

the provision for compliance with the requirements of section 274o. to the
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extent practicable" to Agreemert States. In effect, this requires the

insertion of a praie into the language added by Representative Udall so

that it reads along the following lines:

except that such State authority, when exercised by an Agreement
State, shall be exercised in a manner wich . .

Such an approach to the interpretation of section 204(h)(1) would (a),

aintain the -ginal reservation of authority to all states, as originally

60/intended,- (b) eliminate concurrent urisdiction in Agreement States, as

wat clearly intended,61 and mpose interim requirements only upon the

Agreement States, which s all that Congress appears to have actually con-

templated.6- The problem with this approach, obviously, is that it

requires reading nto the statute words which are not there.

The leading com'ntator on statutory construction observes that words may

be Inserted In or added to a statute where that s necessary in order to

effectuate the legislative Intent or manifested statutory meaning'63/ but

notes that the Federal Courts (in contrast to a great many State ourts)

deny themselves that powe6r4 The Supreme Court has said Our problem s

60/ See n. 52, supra, and accompanying text.

61/ Id.

62/ See n. 55, supra, and accompanying text.

6 / 2 A Sutherland, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, 1 47.38 (4th ed., C. D.
Sands 1973).

Id. at n. 4.



to construe what Congress has written. After all, Congress expresses its

purpose in wrds. It s for us to ascertain--neither to add nor to subtract,

neitner to delete nor to distort." 62 Cases of Jam v. United States, 340

U.S. 593, 596 (1951). This pronouncement was made, however, in a case where

the Court was asked to reach a result which would "distort the ordinary

meaning of the statute." Id. at 600.

The Situation Before November , 1981--Conclusion

Each of the three possible constructions of section 204(h)(1) present problems.

None will give full effect to all the parts of the statute; only the third

option will give ull effect to the available ndicia of legislative intent.

Though the question s extremely close, we believe that the better legal

view Is to read the section as applying--as it says--to any state, thus

expressly preserving to non-Agreement States until November 8, 1981, author ty

over the non-radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings. The attendant

difficulty of implementing the unintended and llogical requirement that

non-Agreement States implement t provisions of section 274o. to the

extent practicable" an be obviated by adopting the third option presented,

or by exercising discretion in interpreting and enforcing the applicability

of that proviso o the non-Agreement States. r ight of the manifest

legislative Intent of the remedial amendments, it would not appear to be an

abuse nf discretion for the Commission to decline to enforce the use of

2?74o. procedures by non-Agreement States during the short remaining life f

section 204(h)(1) (e., to find that it is not practicable for non-Agreemert

States to comply with these procedures until November 8, 1981).
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b. The situation after November 8, 1981

As we have seen, there is no provision ir either the Atomic Energy Act of

1954 as amended or the Mill Tailings Act as amended which indicates an

express Congressional intent to preserve or prohibit non-Agreement state

authority over the non-radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings after

November 8, 1931, the date on which section 204(h)(1) ceases to have effect.

Thus the question of concurrent jurisdiction versus implied preemption after

that date turns upon whether Congress has occupied the field.' Like the

other questions examined in this paper, it is a close one.

The Case for total preemption

The Mill Tdilings Act creates a compt-hensive Federal scheme that is designed

to establish a uniform national program for regulating the radiological and

non-radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings regulation. This intent

Is woven through the overall regulatory scheme as described in detail at

pages 12-18, supra. For example, even in Agreement States, (which previously

were given all the Commission's authority over materials transferred pursuant

to section 24b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954), the NRC is given a lead

role in standard-setting and direct authority concerning long term tailings

management. Further evidence of the pervasive nature of the Comilssion's

authority over all of the hazards associated with uranium milling and m'

tailings may be found in the legislative history of the Mill Tailings Act
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which makes numerous references to the general intent to establish a uniform

Federal regulatory regime covering all aspects of uranium mill takings

management.-

Indeed, the statutory provisions describing the role of the NRC in the regu-

latory scheme for uranium mill tailings are far more detailed than those for

nuclear reactors.AI6 Using the tests set forth in Northern States Power, it

is not dfficui. to argue that () n enacting the Mil. Tailings Act, the

Congress irncended to establish a Federal scheme to regulate all hazards

associated with uranium mill tailings; (2) this scheme, when incorporates

into the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, is sufficiently pervasive to oust State

regulation; (3) the subject matter-the long term hazards associated with

the nuclear fuel cycle--is one that demands exclusive Federal regulation in

order to achieve uniformity vital to national interests; and (4) that State

law (which f left to reign freely would inevitably induce local variations

in the regulation of uranium mill tailngs) does stand as an obstacle to the

purposes and objectives of Congress.

i5/ For example:

This section amends section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act to provide
for adherence by Agreement States to minimum Federal standards for
uranium mill tailings control, stabilization, and disposal. H.R.
Rep. No. 95-1480, Pt. 2, 95th Cong., d Sess. 44 (1978). (emphasis
aded.)

b/ Compare section 83 and 84 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C.A.
S 2113, 2114 (1979) governing uranium mill tailings management with
sections 102 and 103 of the Atomic Energy ct of i954, 42 U.S.C.I 2132.
2133 (1976) governing the licensing of nuclear reactors.

, ..
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Moreover, there is no completely convincing reason to distinguish between

radiological and nonradiological hazards for reasons of preemption. The

NRC's new responsibilities under the Mill Tailings Act regarding environ-

mental and nonradioactive hazards of uranium milling operations and mill

tailings are made an integral part of the Atomic Energy Act's comprehensive

plan for Federal preeminence in nuclear regulation. Using the same logic as

was employed in Northern States Power, cne could conclude that the fact that

the Congress expressly gave Agreement States authorities over environmental

and nonradiological hazards associated with mill tailings 6/ must mean that

7 Section 274o.(3)(C) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 2021(o)(3)(C) states that the Agreement States, when licensing
uranium milling operations or mill tailings, shall:

require for each license which has a significant impact
on the human environment a written analysis . . . of the
impact of such license, including any activities conducted
pursuant thereto, on the environment, which analysis shall
include--

(t) an assessment of the radiological and nonradiologcal
Impacts to the public health of the activities to be
conducted pursuant to sach license;

(ii) an assessment of any impact on any waterway and
ground water resulting trom such activities;

(iii) consideration of alternatives, including alterna-
tive sites and engineering methods, to the activi-
ties to be cond d pursuant to such license; and

(iv) consideration of the long-term impacts, including
decommissioning, decontamination, and reclamation
impacts, associated with activities to be conducted
pursuant to such license, including the management
of any byproduct material, as defined in section
lle.(2) . . . . 'emphasis added.) -
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these authorities are no longer generally available under state police

powers.8/ In short, this argument holds that allowing non-Agreement States

to exercise concurrent jurisdiction over nonradiological hazards of uranium

mill tailings would be tantamount to allowing the non-Agreement States the

privileges in this regard allowed under the Agreement State program without

requiring an agreement and all the conditions and safeguards that attach

thereto.

Thus, this argument goes, it is clear under the Mill Tailings Act that there

is a manifested congressional intent to preempt all residual State police

power authority over uranium mill tailings--radiological and nonradiological.

,his intent is sufficient to overcome the presumption against preemption of

historic State police powers.&2/ As was stated in the United States v. City

of New York case, where such State law stands as an obstacle to the accomplish-

ment of the full purposes and objectives of Congress, the local legislation

is not insulated by its wisdom or nbility; for the purposes of the Supremacy

Clause, the merit of the local enactment is irrelevant.' 22Y

938 The additional buttressing argument can be made that by delineating
certain responsibilities the states were to retain, Congress had focused
upon the subject and decided that authority n mentioned was not to be
retained,

.j/ Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 435 U.S. 151 (1978).

ZO/ 463 F.Supp. at 608, ctiq Franklin National Bank v. New York, 347
U.S. 373, 378-79 (194y.
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The case for concurrent jurisdiction

A convincing argument can also be made, however, that while there is Federal

preemption of State authority over radiological hazards associated with

uranium mill tailings, there is concurrent NRC-State authority over the

nonradiological hazards (recognizing that, in the event of conflict, the NRC

cithority is paramount). This argument for NRC preemption of State regula-

tory authority concerning radiological matters, with concurrent State-NRC

jurisdiction over nonradiological and environmental matters, assumes that

radiological hazards of uranium milling and mill tailings should be treated

differently than nonradiological hazards for purposes of preemption.

Traditionally, only radiological matters have been held preempted n the

case law regarding nuclear preemption. The scheme of the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954 indicates that Congressional intent regarding preservation of State

authority over nonradiological matters, as evidenced by section 274k.,

although perhaps limited by the grant of Federal authority in this area by

the Mill Tailings Act, remains vital in terms of permitting concurrent

Strte-NRC jurisdiction over such nonradiological hazards.2 !- Further, the

legislative history of the Mill Tailings Act indicates that radiological

7l/ 42 U.S.C. I 2021(k) (1976). As mentioned above, however, section 274k.
preserves States' authority over nonradiological matters only as ago.-..
other provisions regarding the Agreement State program--not as against
NRC authorities over mill tailings.

I~~~~_
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hazards were of primary concern.22 At one point, a committee report

describing the Mill Tailings Act specifically segregated NRC's nonradio-

logical duties, as follows:

With respect to nonridiologfcal matters, the NRC, through its
environmental review under the NEPA mandate, would impose
controls consistent with those imposed by EPA on similar
materials qotained in other solid wastes subject to EPA
authority.LY

In addition, t can be argued the Mill Tailings Act ds not provide a truly

comprehensive Federal scheme regarding nonradiological matters. More impor-

tantly, as discussed at pages 19-20 supra, certain authorities are availhble

to any state under the Mill Tailings Act. The definition of section lle.(2)

byproduct material is somewhat vague (as indicated by NRC's need to clarify

it in the definition in 10 CFR 40.4(a-1)). Further, the definition excludes

uranium mill tailings generated from a side stream of milling not done pri-

marily to obtain source material. Thus, the state police power does cover

some mill tailings identical to those described in section le(2) but for

their origin.

Other authorities reserved to the states are their continued exercise of

authority to administer certain provisions of the Clean Air Act and the

Feueral Water Pollution Control Act, and the authority under section 83(b)(1)

L2/ H.R. REP. NO. 95-1840, Pt. , 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., 11 (1978). See
note 17, suPra. Indeed, it is worth noting that the title of theZSt
Is the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978. (Emphasis
added.)

73/ Id. at 16 (emphasis added).
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of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as added by the Mill Tailings Act, to opt

to take custody of tailings and their disposal site. It is equally clear

that under section 161x. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as added by the

Mill Tailings Act, the NRC must, when imposing financial surety arrangements,

consider other financial arrangements which are required by state and local

governments.

Thus it seems that the various gaps in the otherwise pervasive Federal

scheme covering the nonradiological hazards connected with uranium milling

and mill tailings cause the argument for preemption in this area to fail.

As discussed in depth earlier, historic state police powers, such as those

at stake here, will not be found to be preempted absent a showing of clear

congressional intent to this effect. It can readily be argued in the instant

case, that the extent of federal authority over nonradiological hazards of

uranium milling and mill tailings is insufficient to overcome the presumption

against preemption, and that for this reason, the NRC and the non-Agr( ment

States would be able to exercise concurrent jurisdiction in this area.

The situation after November . 1981--Conclusion

The arguments for and against a conclusion that the Congress has so occupied

the field" as to preempt the possibility of any non-Agreement State regulation

of the nonradiological hazards of uranium mill tailings are fairly evenly in

balance. Both legal and practical considerations, however, lead us to the

conclusion that the better view is that Congress has not preempted the
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field, and that the states may therefore exercise concurrent jurisdiction.

First is the practical consideration that the authority given to the NRC

(and the EPA) is extremely broad, and that any exercise of it will prevail

over any conflicting state regulatory action. In other words, the federal

regulatory agencies have the power to ensure that state regulation in this

area cannot serve to frustrate the Congressional purpose. Second, while the

Mill Tailings Act provides for federal regulatory authority over the non-

radiological hazards of uranium mill tailings, the thrust of the legislative

history and the NRC implementing regulations is directed toward radiological

hazards. As a legal matter, this undercuts the argument that the field of

regulation of nonradiological hazards has been so fully occupied as to leave

no room for the states.

Applying the four tests enumerated in Northern States Power, supra, (and the

other preemption cases), we find the more persuasive view to be that (1) the

Mill Tailings Act and ts legislative history do not provide clear evidence

of Congressional intent to oust non-Agreement States of all authority over

the nonradiological hazards of uran im mill tailings, (2) the federal regu-

latory scheme, while broad, is not all-encompassing, (3) the subject of

uranium mill tailings regulation does not demand exclusive federal regula-

tion in order to achieve uniformity vital to national interests," and (4)

concurrent non-Agreement State regulation of the nonradiological hazards of

uranium mill tailings need not "stand as an obstacle to the accomplishment

and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress."
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Summary of Conclusions

We believe the better legal view to be that non-Agreement States have con-

current jurisdiction with the NRC to regulate the nonradiological hazards of

uranium mill tailings both before and after November 8, 1981, so long as any

such state regulation is not in conflict with that of NRC. This is based

upon the absence, in our view, of sufficient indication of Congressional

intent to so fully occupy the field as to overcome the strong presumption --

against implied repeal of state police powers. Before November 8, 1981,

this conclusion is buttressed by the apparent Congressional intent in sec-

tion 204(h)(1) of the Mill Tailings Act to preserve previously existinglX

Agreement State authority over the nonradiological hazards of uranium mill

tailings.


